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We prove existence of maximal and minimal solutions to bilateral problems for quasilinear elliptic operators with nondivergence principal part independent of the gradient. This result also covers the case of equations, when the obstacles can be taken as lower and upper solutions.
Introduction.
Let fi be a bounded open subset of HN with a regular boundary <9fi. For functions u = u(x) satisfying inequalities of the form (1) \al°{x,u,ux)uXiXj\ < K\ux\2 +g(x) in fi (with the usual summation convention; ux = gradient of u), a fundamental zeroorder a priori estimate has recently been provided by Trudinger [13] and Ladyzhenskaya and Ural'ceva [9] . We state this result (which generalizes an analogous one proven by Krylov and Safonov [6, 7] , cf. also [5] , for solutions of linear equations) as follows.
Suppose that the functions a13 (x, u, z) are measurable in fi for any fixed (u, z) E R1+iv, continuous in R1+/v for almost any fixed x E fi, and satisfy the uniform ellipticity condition a\i\2 < ai3(x,u,z)Uj < a"1^2 V£ E RN with a suitable positive constant a. If a function u from the Sobolev space W^(fi), hence continuous on fi, satisfies (1) with K E R+, g E ¿Ar(fi) and vanishes on <9fi, then u verifies a Holder condition (2) \u(x) -u(y)\ < L\.r -y\~< for x. y E fi.
with 7 e]0,1[ and L > 0 dependent only on o. K. ||<7||z,vm)< IMIl^q)-Thus the "second step" in the exist once theory for a wide class of quasilinear elliptic equations of the general form can be performed, once an a priori hound on ¡]i/||/,iX,mî1 has been obtained ("first step"). It is worth stressing that the "third step", consisting of an a priori bound on || \ux\ IIl^ju), can be taken for solutions of (3) by following a method, originally Bernstein's, which requires additional differentiability hypotheses on the functions a13, a (cf. [13, Corollary 13] ). Such an implementation of the regularity assumptions is, however, no longer needed if (3) is replaced by the less general quasilinear equation (4) a'3 (x, u)uXiJr. + a(x, u,ur) = 0 in fi.
Indeed, an estimate of type (2) for solutions of (4) almost directly leads to an Lqo bound on \ux\ through a powerful technique of the semilinear theory (which concerns leading coefficients a13 = alJ(x); cf. [2] ). There is nothing too surprising about this, though we are not familiar with any explicit illustration of the matter in the existing literature. We provide one in the present paper. What we are actually dealing with here is a slightly more general question, in that we replace (4) by the analog, for the nonvariational setting, of a bilateral variational inequality:
with ip = f(x), ip = ip(x) given bounded functions. We prove the existence of solutions (Theorem 1), and even of maximal and minimal solutions (Theorem 2), for (5) under boundary condition (6) u = 0 on dfi.
It is then an easy matter to arrive at the existence of maximal and minimal solutions to (4), (6) (Theorem 3) in the case when <p and ip can be taken to be lower and upper solutions, respectively; cf. [11] for existence results concerning semilinear divergence form operators. Notice that the bound on ||it||£,00(n) is now trivialized through the inequalities on the first line of (5), so that our argument does not require any use of either truncation operators or Bony's maximum principle. This allows us to handle rather general assumptions, which are weaker, even for what concerns only the first-order nonlinear term a, than those utilized in [2] and in [4] for semilinear equations (see Remark 1 at the end of the paper).
A gradient bound.
As pointed out previously, ¿oo bounds on |ux| for functions u satisfying (7) \a*3(x,u)uXiXj\<K\ux\2 + g(x) in fi follow from the Holder bounds (2) . To be precise, we let
q being fixed throughout the rest of this paper under the requirement (9) q > N.
We further assume that (10) OijeC°(ñxR) Vi,j = l,...,N, with (n) oieia<o<,'(x,u)eic-<o~1i€ia vçeRN, a > 0. If u E W2(n) satisfies (7), then (2) is valid with -7 and L dependent on u only via HuH^^n)-But then the moduli of continuity on fi of the functions x i-> al3{x,u(x)) also depend on u only via IMIl.»^)) and therefore the same is true for the constant Ci of the estimate (!2) \\u\\w?(n) < ci\\a13C,u)uXxX]\\Lq{Çl) (cf. [8] ). Following the development in [4] of a technique introduced by Tomi, we now write (7) as as we^ as on the moduli of continuity of the functions a13 on fi x \-C,C\ (C > \\u\\Looiq)), such that || |ux| ^"(n) < c2.
Existence of solutions.
We now pass to the existence result for (5), (6). The function o: fi x R x RN -► R is assumed to satisfy: (13) a; h-» a(x, u, z) is measurable for any (u, z), We simply sketch the proof, since it follows the same pattern as in the semilinear case (for parabolic operators, cf. [12] ). For any r E [0,1] and any v E C71(fi) we consider the problem: find u E W2(Q) such that To prove this theorem we adapt Akô's method (cf. [1, 3] ). We define «max(i) = sup{u(x) | u solves (5) whereas, by a well-known result due to Stampacchia, Ul=ulf, UltXj=ux^3 fort,] = l,...,N, so that (21) is again satisfied. This shows that (21) is valid throughout fi, hence that Ul is still a solution of (6).
We can inductively define a sequence {Up}pe^ C W2(fi), where Up solves (5) and is therefore a solution of (5).
By proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1 we can now see that the Up,s are uniformly bounded in C1(fi) and therefore also in W2(U) (cf. the discussion of the bounds (12), (20)). By monotonicity, the whole sequence converges weakly in W2(Q), hence strongly in Cx(fi), toward a function U; a passage to the limit in (5) written for u = Up shows that U is a solution of (5), (6). Since 
The equation.
In order to pass to the study of (4) we recall that a function ip of the form (16) (a function ip of the form (17)) is a lower (an upper) solution of (4) if al3(x,ph)phXtXj+a(x,ph,phx)>0 Wh = l,...,p (al3\x, iPk)iPkXtX] + a(x, ipk, ipkx) < 0 Vfc = 1,..., v).
In particular, almost everywhere in any nonvoid set where a function p>h equals a function ipk, both functions satisfy the equation. We have THEOREM 3. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 1, let p and ip be a lower and an upper solution, respectively. Then the set of all solutions to (4), (6) which lie between p and ip coincides with the set of all solutions to (5), (6); therefore, it is not empty and admits a maximal and a minimal solution.
In order to prove the theorem it suffices to notice that any solution of (5) automatically solves (4) in the subset of fi where p < u < ip, whereas, for instance, in the subset of fi in which u -ph < ip the following inequalities hold: 0 > a13 (x, u)uXiX + a(x, u, ux) (third line of (5)) = a*3(x,ph)phXtXj+a(x,ph,phx)>0. REMARK 1. In the semilinear case a13 = a%3(x), the method of lower and upper solutions has, for instance, been utilized by Kazdan and Kramer [4] and Amann and Crandall [2] . In the former paper, existence of solutions is proven under the additional assumption that a(x, u, z) = a(x, u) + ß(x, u, z) with ß E C°(fi x R x RN); in the latter, existence of maximal and minimal solutions is proven under the additional assumption that a, au and az are continuous in fi x R x RN. REMARK 2. The results above obviously cover the case of a quasilinear divergence form operator (a%3(x,u)uXi)Xj + a(x,u,ux) when \¿Í\ E L2q(Ûx\-C,C{), al3EL00{Ûx]-C,C[) with C > 0 suitably large. Besides, our techniques and results can be extended with no difficulty to parabolic operators, thanks to the parabolic version of the zero-order estimate (cf. [10] ).
